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High Build Friction Polish
For best results, always sand the wood to a very smooth surface
(up to 600 grit or finer)
Two applications of this can be applied. Apply High Build Friction Polish while the
lathe is turning using a lint free cotton cloth or safety cloth. Apply the product sparingly and evenly. Heavier applications can cause rings to appear on the surface.
This product can be cut or thinned slightly with de-natured alcohol (USA). Stop lathe
during the process and if the Friction Polish feels dry enough, then lightly sand with
600 grit paper (cloth backed). This will flatten the surface, improving the overall
finish. Keep applying the Friction Polish and occasionally sanding until the desired
build has been achieved, stop and leave a few hours to harden.

Caution Flammable:
In use may form a flammable / explosive vapor-air mixture. Smoking is forbidden. Use non-sparking tools. Ensure there is
sufficient ventilation of the area. Do not handle in a confined space. Avoid the formation or spread of mists in the air. Store
in a cool, well-ventilated area. Keep container tightly closed. Keep away from sources of ignition. Prevent the build up on
electrostatic charge in the immediate area. Ensure lighting and electrical equipment is not a source of ignition.

First Aid Measures: (symptoms)
Skin contact: There may be mild irritation at the site of contact.
Eye contact: There may be irritation and redness.
Ingestion: There may be irritation of the throat.
Ingestion: INTOXICATION
Skin contact: Remove all clothing and footwear immediately unless stuck to the skin. Drench the affected skin with running
water for 10 minutes or longer is substance is still on skin.
Eye contact: Bathe the eye with running water for 15 minutes.
Consult a doctor.

DO NOT EMPTY INTO DRAINS
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
For more information contact:
John Myland LTD
Rothchild Street, London SE27OHQ
Tel: 004(0) 86709161
www.mylands.co.uk
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